February 2018 Update

Despite the freezing weather, terminal construction continues full steam ahead. JE Dunn Construction has taken all the concrete standard precautionary measures, such as; preheating concrete aggregates, water, steel, forms, wrapping-heating freshly placed concrete. The use of in and out thermometers are followed daily to ensure a quality product is being installed. As reported last month, the basement foundation walls are now under construction and the completion of 375 lineal feet of foundation wall and 550 yards of concrete has been placed to date. In addition to reinforcing, placement of wall forms and concrete, the underground electrical, plumbing and structural concrete masonry units (CMU) and structural steel install will also soon be underway with a late March first floor deck pour being anticipated.

The Sloulin Field Redevelopment entrance options have been gathered and the roundabout report has now been submitted to the NDOT for consideration of placement onto the State Transportation Infrastructure Program (STIP), once approved, the design efforts can be initiated.

The projected outline of remaining projects by year is noted below:

**2018 PROJECTS**
- Commercial Parking
- Construct northeastern portion of parking lot
- Commercial Apron
- ARFF/SRE
- Wildlife Fence
- County Road 7
- NAVAID’S/MALSR Towers/ Electrical Vault
- On site Sewer/Water
- MWEC/NCC/MDU

**2019 PROJECTS**
- Fence – Remaining portion (CWP)
- GA Apron/Taxi lanes/GA & FBO Area Roads (CWP)
- SW Commercial Parking/Loop Road/FBO Access Roads/All Airfield Markings (CWP)
- County Road 7 Paving
- Fueling Operation
- Rental Car Parking and Quick Turn Around (QTA) Facility

**2020 PROJECTS**
- Crosswind Runway
- Fence - Below Grade Skirting
- Perimeter Road